ANALYSIS OF MULTITRAIT-MULTIMETHOD MATRICES: A TWO STEP PRINCIPAL COMPONENTS PROCEDURE.
A relatively simple technique for .assessing the convergence of sets of variables across method domains is presented. The technique, two-step principal components analysis, empirically orthogonalizes each method domain into sets of components, and then analyzes convergence among components across domains. The proposed technique is directly compared with Jackson's (1969) multi-method factor analysis (which involves an a priori orthogonalization) in the analysis of data from personality, vocational interest and aptitude domains. While Jackson's technique focuses on individual variables, and the two-step procedure focuses on the components of variable domains, both techniques produced evidence of cross-domain convergence. However, Jackson's method was found t o have several undesirable mathematical and interpretational consequences, while the two-step procedure appears to be a promising technique for the systematic, empirical analysis of multitrait-multimethod matrices.